Passport is an innovative roll gate system with a robust fabricated design. Its rigid framework enables the gate system to glide effortlessly across its on-grade track, and its V-Track design provides the least amount of space required for a slide gate system.

**PRIMARY APPLICATIONS**

- Water Treatment & Storage
- Municipal Facilities
- Government Facilities
- Airports
- Manufacturing Plants
- Petro & Chemical Facilities
- Power Plants & Substations
- Schools & Universities
- Stadiums & Event Centers
STEEL V-TRACK ROLL GATE DESIGN

2" sq x 12ga UPRIGHTS & DIAGONAL BRACES | 2" x 4" x 11ga BOTTOM RAIL (notched & plated for v-track wheels)

PASSPORT COMMERCIAL®

.75" Ornamental Picket Design | * Montage Commercial Invincible shown
Matches: Montage Plus | Montage Commercial

PASSPORT II®

1" Ornamental Picket Design | * Classic shown
Matches: Montage II

PASSPORT IS®

2.75" Ornamental Pale Design | * Gauntlet shown
Matches: Impasse II

GATE HARDWARE

The PassPort roll gate design has been matched with equally superior hardware. The v-track rollers are designed to support more than the recommended load, and provide an effortless balance that glides smoothly across its gate opening.